On the Go Journal Cover

Woolfelt fabrics Shown are National Nonwovens WoolFelt “Indulge” Collection

Fabric Requirements
Fat Quarter Woolfelt or
Fat Quarter Fabric and 1/2 Yd Medium Weight fusible woven stabilizer such as Pellon SF101
Fat Quarter Lining Fabric (cotton)
1/4 Yd Stiff Interfacing such as Pellon Peltex 70
8” x 8” Green - Leaves
6” x 9” Brown - Branch
6” x 6” Purple - Berries
7” x 7” Blue - Bird
3/4” Velcro
Charm for tab closure (check your jewelry or scrap book aisle)

Includes optional instructions for AccuQuilt GO!® and GO! Baby™

Optional Supplies:
GO!® Fabric Cutter (55100)
GO!® Leaves and Stems (55331)
GO!® Birds (55324)
GO!® Holiday Medley (55043)

All shape designs ©1990-2011 by AccuQuilt, AccuQuilt®, AccuQuilt GO!®, GO!® and GO! Baby® are registered trademarks of AccuQuilt. Used with permission.
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Journal Cover
Woolfelt fabrics shown are National Nonwovens WoolFelt “Indulge” Collection
Seams are 1/4” unless otherwise indicated

Cut the Fabrics
1 - 14 x 9 1/2” - outside Cover
(cut one of lightweight fusible stabilizer if you are using fabric instead of felt, fuse to wrong side of fabric)
1 - 7 x 9 1/2” - inside, right
1 - 7 1/2” x 9 1/2” - inside, left
2 - 7 x 7” - right pocket, holds paper pad (if you are using Woolfelt cut one from wool felt, one from fabric).
2 - 1 1/2” x 5” - pencil pocket (cut 2” x 5” if you are using fabric)
2 - 1 1/2” x 2” Tab Closure (cut 2” x 2” if you are using fabric)
1 - 8 1/2” x 13” Stiff Interfacing such as Peltex.
1 1 1/4” piece of 3/4” Velcro

Cut the Applique Pieces
**If you are using fabric instead of felt, you may want to iron fusible webbing to the back of your fabric before cutting. You may trace the pattern pieces onto fusible webbing for cotton, or freezer paper for felt.

Cut applique pieces using GO!® Fabric Cutter (55100)
4 - Leaves (GO!® Leaves and Stems 55331))
1 - Branch (GO!® Leaves and Stems 55331))
1 - Bird (GO!® Birds 55324)
6 - Small Circles - (GO!® Holiday Medley - 55043)

Sew the Applique
Mark a 9 1/2” vertical line on right side of fabric, 7” from right edge. Use a removable marking pencil. Mark a 9 1/2” vertical line on right side of fabric, 7” from left edge.
Layer Applique pieces on the outside fabric. Layer applique on the right half of the fabric, leaving 1/2” allowance away from the drawn line and the raw edges of fabric, (see photo for placement).

Sew the Pad Pocket
Layer 7” x 7” pocket pieces right sides together.
Sew along one 7” side, this will be the top.
Flip fabric to the back side so they are wrong sides together.
Layer pocket piece on right side of 7 x 9 1/2”, lining up raw edges against bottom and sides of fabric. Stitch around 3 sides with a scant 1/4” seam. Finished side of pocket is left open.
**Sew the Pencil Pocket**
Sew around 3 sides leaving one short side open. Trim seams, clip corners. Turn right side out and press. **Skip this step if you are using felt.**
Layer pencil pocket on 7 1/2” x 9 1/2” fabric piece, 3/4” from right edge, lining up at bottom. Sew down sides, sewing close to edge.

**Sew the Inside Piece**
- Layer 7” x 9 1/2” and 7 1/2” x 9 1/2” pieces right sides together. Sew down on 9 1/2” side. The pad pocket should be on the right hand side when the fabrics are opened. Press center seam toward the left.

**Sew the Tab Closer**

**Wool Felt Instructions**
- Layer Velcro on one piece of felt, 1/2” from right edge. Sew around all sides.
- Layer tab pieces wrong sides together, sew around all sides about 1/8” from edge.

**Fabric Instructions**
- Layer Velcro on one piece of felt, 3/4” from right edge. Sew around all side
- Layer tab pieces right sides together, sew around three sides with 1/4” seam, leaving one short side open. Clip corners and trim seams. Turn right sides out. edge stitch around 3 sides

**Assemble the Journal Cover**
- Lay outside piece flat so right side of fabric is facing you.
- Layer Velcro on outside cover. Center of Velcro is 4 3/4” from bottom, 1/2” from right edge.
- Layer Tab Closer on outside cover. Raw edge of closer is lined up with left edge of outside cover. Center of closer is 4 3/4” from bottom. Sew left edge with a scant 1/4” seam.
- Layer the outside piece and the inside piece right sides together. Sew around all sides with 1/4” seam, leaving a large opening along the bottom (large enough to insert the stiff interfacing).
- Clip corners and trim seams. Turn right side out and press.
- Press raw edges to inside 1/4”.
- Insert interfacing inside journal cover. It is perfectly okay to bend and tweek to get it into position, it will iron out.
- Once the interfacing is in place and laying flat, sew opening closed. Sew close to edge and continue sewing all the way around the journal cover.

Enjoy!